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1. A real sequence {xn} satisfies 7xn+1 = x! +6 for n ~ 1. 

If Xl ==1., fmd its limit. . (10 ;})
2 

2. The fonnul. in the Mean-Value Theorem can be written i follow: 

j(x+h)- j(x) == / (x+8h), wher~ 0<8 < 1. Determine 8 as funcyon of Xh 

and h when j(X}=X2. I (10 7}) 
• 

3. Find the volume of the region bounded by th,e parabolic cylinder z -li 4 - x2 and 

theplanes 	x=O, y=O, y=6,z==0. (57}) 

dx
4, Evaluate 	 [ r:::::l' I (57}) 

J.:l x+1 

5. Let Sn == nxe-IUI,n =1~2,3, ..., 0 ~ x ~ l. Determine whether 

lim rSn(x}dx= rlimSn(x}dx. 	 (57})11-.'" .b .b 11-.'" 

'" 1 ( 2)116. For what values ofx does I-- x + converge? 	 (5 ;}) 
n=) 2n-l x-I 

7. If y = x· , compute :. 	 (5 7)-) 

3 

8. Evaluate 	rsin x . (5 7})
x 

9. Find the indefinite integral y" ~e-" cosx dx. (107}) 

'" 1
1O. Compute I- ' 	 (107)-).. -I 

.<=02 x. 

r'"11. Evaluate J e-"2 dx. (10 7})o 

12. Find the equation of the tangent line to the graph y2 - x2Y - x3 -1 = 0 at the 

point (xo,yo) = (1, 2). (10 ;}) 

In2(l)n'" 13. Evaluate the summation  (10 7}) 
11=1 3 
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Ethical Dilemma 

in Management 

STEM CELL RESEARCH 

Advanced Cell Technology is embarking on a major 
activity-tlto produce the world's first-ever cloned 
human embryo ... a microscopic version of an already 
living person. I! 18 Michael West, chief executive of 

Advanced Cell Technology, and Robert Lanza, vice pres
ident of Medical and Scientific Development, have 

begun implementation of this goal by interviewing 

women to serve as egg donors. Combining these eggs 
with a human cell produces an embryo that permits 
scientists at Advanced Cell to capture stem cells. As the 

stem cells are captured, the embryo is destroyed. Stem 
cells are believed to be.able to develop into human tis
sue that could help cure a variety of diseases or even' 
repair a severed spinal cord. 

Advanced Cell Technology's goal, of course, faces 
major debate. People supporting both sides of the 
issue have strongly voiced their opinions. On one hand, 
if such research is proven effective, many diseases as 
we know them today-such as Parkinson's disease and 

muscular dystrophy-could be eliminated. resulting in 
both a major scientific breakthrough in our world and 

clearly a major financial coup for AdvancF,d Cell. More
over/ similar research is being conductedlin other parts 
of the globe, such as Europe, where it ha~ received sup
port. And to assist in these endeavors and ensure that 
the highest ethics enter into all dec;isions made, 
Michael West formed an ethical board of. advisors con
sisting of scientists and professors of religion. 

But critics of such research see the situation differ

ently. They view stem cell research as the next step 
toward cloning humans-and. at times, liken it to cre
ating a "great society." Religious groups, 'too, voice this 

concern over Advanced Cell's decisions, claiming that it 
is working in an area it shouldn't be. They also say that 

making decisions r~garding such research raises signifi

cant ethical issues, particularly as to how far this 
research can go. The federal government has also 

entered into the discussion, with President George W. 
Bush setting specific regulations on what kind of stem 
cell research is funded by the government. Even some 
Advanced Cell ethics board members have resigned, 
complaining that Advanced Cell is more interested in 
"obtaining patents in the field and using the board as a 
rubber stamp. to 

Do you believe that a company ,such as Advanced 
Cell Technology can make ethical decisions in this 
arena when so much is at stake? Should public opinion 
keep a company from doing something simply because 
it is unpopular-even though it is legalZ What's your 

opinion? 
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